
I D E A B O O K S Fashion & Textiles

Shoe Design - A Handbook For Footwear Designers 

Fashionary Hong Kong 2015
ISBN 9789881354716
$ 43.25* -- Idea Code 15360 

Differing from ordinary shoe design books, this is a complete handbook geared towards practical
usage by footwear designers. It includes three main sections: Shoe Style Library, Shoe
Encyclopaedia, and Shoe Templates for Tracing. The first section features more than 300 styles of
shoes, ranging from historical archetypes to the most signature styles in today’s footwear industry.
The second focuses on essential and practical information on shoe design, from materials and
construction to labels and international fairs. The templates section includes both basic templates
and templates for 60 styles of common footwear, from flats and boots to high heels.
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I D E A B O O K S Furniture & Product Desig

Nacho Carbonell - De Rebus Natura 

Lecturis Eindhoven 2015
ISBN 9789462261198
$ 40.15* -- Idea Code 15475 

author: Laura Chan E.a.                    

This colourful, tactile, and expressive volume presents a richly illustrated overview of seven years of
work by Nacho Carbonell, since his graduation from the Eindhoven Design Academy in 2007. The
designer’s creative identity, which defines his style of organic forms and rough, colourful finishing
textures, has attracted international attention from museums, galleries, and private collectors alike.
Applying a highly recognisable uniqueness of materials and techniques in his studio, Carbonell’s
enthusiasm and curiosity is moulded through an endless series of experiments, discoveries, and
inevitable mistakes, all documented in this anthology of pure wonderment.
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I D E A B O O K S Architecture & Landscape

Maarten Van Severen 

Ludion / Graphic Matter Antwerp 2015
ISBN 9789055442805
$ 40.80* -- Idea Code 15502 

Originally published in 2000, this book is considered an intrinsic part of the Belgian furniture
designer’s oeuvre. This new edition, published on the tenth anniversary of Van Severen’s death in
2005, offers a comprehensive overview of his many creations and inspirations through
photomontage, slideshows of images, and an essay by Geert Bekaert. It shows how his ascetic
tables, chairs, lamps, wardrobes, and more – designed for great simplicity and with modern
materials – are synonymous with the feeling of a contemporary life.
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Lica Covo Steiner 

Corraini Edizioni Mantova 2015
ISBN 9788875705152
$ 29.90* -- Idea Code 15518 

author: Anna Steiner                       

This book retraces the biographical and professional events in the life of Lica Covo Steiner, a
graphic artist who contributed to the innovation of editorial design in Italy. Through documents,
interviews, photographs, and personal correspondence, her personal and professional relationship
with her husband, Albe Steiner, is reconstructed, as well as her friendships with such personalities
as Max Huber, Giancarlo De Carlo, Gillo Dorfles, and Italo Calvino. Written and compiled by her
daughter, Anna Steiner, it is a testament to the exemplary idealism and civil commitment of a
woman who was among the great protagonists of post-war Milanese culture.
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I D E A B O O K S Graphic Design & Typograp

Experimental Jetset - Statement And Counter-statement 

Roma Publications Amsterdam 2015
ISBN 9789491843402
$ 30.90* -- Idea Code 15498 

The first publication on the work of Dutch power trio Experimental Jetset features almost two
decades of graphic design praxis. Rather than a monolithic monograph, it is a very loose, personal
archive, with essays by Linda van Deursen, Mark Owens, and Ian Svenonius, plus two photographic
chapters with a selection of work by the studio, covering both printed matter and the documentation
of site-specific pieces and installations. To conclude is a glossary-like anthology of texts (fragments
of interviews, lectures, correspondence, etc.) previously written by Experimental Jetset, selected,
edited, and structured by Jon Sueda.
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I D E A B O O K S Fashion & Textiles

Composite Journal 2l Ffixxed 

Perimeter Editions Melbourne 2015
ISBN 
$ 19.95* -- Idea Code 15326 

author: Brewer, Elles, Rule Eds            

Issue 2 of 'Composite Journal' explores the output, history and creative philosophy of collaborative
fashion label and art project ffiXXed. Based at the foot of Wutong Mountain, outside of Shenzhen,
China, the label is the product of a relationship that is at once personal, creative and propositional. 
ffiXXed's Australian-raised design duo Fiona Lau and Kain Picken frame their unisex ready-to-wear
collections as a context for various investigations into concerns surrounding lifestyle, modes of
production, consumption, and the limits of the garment as functional object.
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I D E A B O O K S Architecture & Landscape

Learning From Las Cuencas 

Banco Sabadell Herrero Oviedo 2015
ISBN 9788461707737
$ 43.20* -- Idea Code 15386 

author: S. Lopez Arraiza & N. Ruiz Allen   

This publication provides a new perspective on the cultural landscapes of mining across the
province of Asturias in north-west Spain. These areas, after undergoing an intense process of
industrialisation, have changed considerably within just a few decades. What were once natural
valleys with rural economic and social structures came to host bustling, dense urban
agglomerations. As a result, hybrid architectures have emerged, mutating artefacts which, despite
the invisibility of their inevitable marginality, can offer interesting lessons in architecture today. Richly
illustrated with photographs and diagrams, it features contributions from noted artists and architects.
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I D E A B O O K S Architecture & Landscape

Built By The Sea - Villas And Small Houses By Lund Hagem 

Arvinius + Orfeus Publishing Stockholm 2014
ISBN 9789187543364
$ 65.25* -- Idea Code 15399 

author: Julie Cirelli Ed.                  

Norway’s Lund Hagem Architects is celebrated for their unique relationship with nature. For each
building, the firm deftly analyses the built and natural landscape, determining which parts of a site
should remain unbuilt, and which microclimates would best lend themselves to domestic living.
Impressions from the landscape and local buildings create a vocabulary they use as their basis for
creating modern architecture rooted in the Nordic tradition. This book showcases the firm’s small
buildings and cabins, in which the interplay between built and unbuilt natural landscape achieves its
maximum effect.
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I D E A B O O K S Art

Possibilities Of The Object - Experiments In Modern And Contemporary Brazilian Art

Fruitmarket Gallery Edinburgh 2015
ISBN 9781908612328
$ 28.05* -- Idea Code 15260 

author: Paulo Venacio Filho                

This book examines the pioneering role Brazilian artists played in the innovative international art
scene of the 1950s to 70s. Connecting the work of well-known and widely-exhibited artists such as
Hélio Oiticica, Lygia Ckark and Mira Schendel with the work of some of their lesser-known
contemporaries and the younger generation of artists that followed, it is a celebration of some of the
beautiful and artistically radical sculptures with which Brazilian artists have tried to redefine what an
art object cab actually be.
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I D E A B O O K S Art

Parasophia: Kyoto International Festival Of Contemporary Culture 2015 

Kyoto International Festival Kyoto 2015
ISBN 
$ 25.40* -- Idea Code 15455 

author: Various                            

The Parasophia Project began in 2013 in order to plan the Kyoto International Festival of
Contemporary Culture in 2015. This catalogue is conceived as a concept book and is arranged
differently from the exhibition. Containing a large number of texts related to the participating artists,
many of which have been previously published and were chosen in close consultation with the
artists themselves, it works to establish an open platform for thought and creativity that involves both
locals and international specialists. Among the 40 participating artists are William Kentridge, Dahn
Vo, Tatsu Majima, Jean-Luc Vilmouth, Hong-Kai Wang, Ragnar Kjartansson, Susan Philipsz, and
more.
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Sibylle Eimermacher - Stone Foldings 

Oscar Lourens Book Production Arnhem 2015
ISBN 9789491609077
$ 21.00* -- Idea Code 15464 

The publication Stone Foldings is based on a series of 41 piezoprints by Sibylle Eimermacher. The
project is an investigation of the surfaces of nine types of Norwegian rocks through representation in
the radically different medium of paper. The publication shows a selection of real-size images, an
index of the complete series and photographs of quarries, where the rocks have their origin. Art
historian Inger Marie Hahn Møller contributed with a tekst about the project.
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Parkett 83 Robert Frank/wade Guyton/christopher Wool 

Parkett 2008
ISBN 9783907582435
$ 39.85* -- Idea Code 
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I D E A B O O K S Art

Flaneur Issue 05: Fokionos Negri, Athens 

Edition Messner Berlin 2015
ISBN 9783945918005
$ 18.55* -- Idea Code 15524 

Flaneur is a nomadic, independent magazine focussing on one street per issue. Following the oral
history of the neighbourhood of Kypseli,the fifth issue of Flaneur Magazine finds itself entangled in a
story-heavy microcosm. Fokionos Negri, once a river, now a broad and green, two-sided boulevard
becomes a stage of overlapping narratives where stories are told and retold. As on every stage, the
desire for the story is stronger than the need to subdue it to rigid logic. The magazine emerses itself
in these fragments until they become our very own memory.
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I D E A B O O K S Photography

Rene Groebli - Early Work 

Sturm & Drang Basel 2015
ISBN 9783906822006
$ 65.15* -- Idea Code 15534 

'Early Work' by legendary Swiss photographer René Groebli features his early black and white
photography, made in the decade from 1945-1955. Apart from images from his famous books “The
Eye of Love” and “Rail Magic” this book features never before seen photographs from his student
days, reportage pictures he shot for 'Life Magazine' and portraits of people such as Le Corbusier,
Charlie Chaplin, Robert Frank and Brassai. The book documents the talent and promise of this now
88 year old photographer.
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Pietro Donzelli - Luce 

Nimbus 2015
ISBN 9783038500117
$ 51.85* -- Idea Code 15197 

Pietro Donzelli’s images of Italy in the 1950s and ’60s are today regarded as some of his most
important works. Keen on observing the lives of ordinary people during the period following the
devastation of the Second World War and prior to the country’s widespread industrialisation, he
captured remote landscapes inhabited by a largely rural population. His light-filled journey began in
his hometown of Milan, and subsequently took him from the Po Delta region in the north, to Naples
and Sicily in the south. Published in conjunction with a large exhibition of Donzelli’s photographs at
the Opelvillen in Rüsselsheim, this monographic volume presents his reportage-style series.
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